
 
The strongest sense of arrival is at night.   The 
little train winds up from the coast, the driver 
descending at each halt to turn off the station 
lights, having reversed the mysterious long 
lever.    From the railhead there are still a few 
minutes hard climb by coach to the town 
gate. Then out into the cool dark air and the 
steep walk up to the invisible piazza; the 
beautiful warm-walled smells, the street 
lights offering low-intensity pools of ochre and 
long shadows, the growing murmur of voices 
in the square ahead. Way above, the moon 
rises behind the torricini, fairy-castle twin 
towers which signal a palace playing at 
fortress, in this town built as a palace built as 
a town. 

That train has now given up, but arriving is 
always magical. Driving on a summer 
afternoon with hitchers and ending at their 
farmhouse near San Bernadino, from where 
the town is revealed as a picture-book 
silhouette above fields in the golden sun. Only 
when coming from San Leo, the Montefeltro 
boundary fortress, is there any distant view; 
from this angle the town seems so 
comfortably stretched over its hilltop, 
concealing all drama until you get close.  The 
arrival from Rome, however, from that world 
city which repeatedly appears, chosen on this 
page of Architecture Today, is more powerful.    

Though a marginal approach today, this power 
still inspires as its most vivid emblazoned 

image of its twin towers turns to face you. 
When this one gesture, slight but outrageous, 
was added skew to the precise but supple 
existing geometries, it refocused the town as 
spectacle (as contemporary illustration makes 
clear). And the energy released in the 
collision of these two geometries on plan 
produced the most remarkable, condensed, 
tiny secret spaces, high up on the edge of this 
palace, town. 
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Each month, since it started, the 
magazine Architecture Today publishes 
a short text by a different contributor 
entitled ‘My kind of town’.  Mine was 
published in 1992. 

The Renaissance City 
Ferrara Rimini Cesena Urbino



I lived all my life in the inner suburbs of 
capital cities, Glasgow, Colombo, London, 
until recently moving to a little seaside town 
embarrassed at the failure of its civic 
pretensions*. 'My kind of town' becomes vital 
imagery in a mind whose body roams the 
formless metropolis of the late 20th Century.  
More and more over the last 15 years, for me 
these images have taken the literal, concrete 
imagery of one place.  My body, though barely 
having spent three months there altogether, 
seems on each visit to be going home. It's my 
embodiment of my people's (that is urban 
western civilisation’s) lost home town.  
  
The paradox is that while wonderfully clear 
(unlike the formless cities I've lived in) it is 
always ambiguous, double imaged; while 
wonderfully comprehensible, it is powerfully 
elusive.    A binary, double town; a town of 
both/and (it is also where I first met not just 
Italo Calvino but Aldo Van Eyck who uses that 
phrase so tellingly); both invisible and 
revealed, cultured and popular, emblematic 
and direct, dramatic and nurturing hidden 
emotion, a town whose coinage has two faces: 
whose key image is the reciprocity of the 
window.  The street, the window, that street 
again from the window.    

It has today just seven eight thousand 
inhabitants, you can still walk across it in 
fifteen minutes.  Neither the ideal 'city' of 
Plato (just how big was classical Athens?) nor 
the squeaky-clean mono-class enclave 
approved by Royal Appointment today. We are 
here in urbs; it’s neither civitas nor suburbs. 
Federigo da Montefeltro might have advice for 
our heir apparent - who visited last year and 
seems also to like my kind of town. 
  
Situated in a landscape of surprise and 
variety, changing as our viewpoint moves, 
juxtaposing the wild and cultivated, the 
town's natural and built ‘scapes reflect the 
same contrasts; it is as solid and continuous a 
fabric as the land - and as unexpected; the 
interwoven genius loci of both is precise and 
unique. So 'inside' and 'outside' the town 
become difficult categories, therefore, 

despite the obvious clarity 
of gate and rampart; no 
l e s s p a r a d o x i c a l a r e 
'indoors' and 'outside' within 
the town. High up in the 
palace is a hidden garden, 
a formal geometry of 
natural sights and smells; 
a n open r oom who se 
window wall looks beyond 
t h e t o w n t o r o u g h 
campagna, while from the 
outside there is no hint of 
this secret place.    Nor 
does the strong, complex 
palace form, its facade 
tailing away wonderfully 
unfinished, give a clue to 
the perfectly cut, classic 
cortile hidden within.   
  
S Bernadino, while a quiet woolly brick church 
on the outside, inside out reveals its 
Renaissance order.     Always the opposites: as 
a last example, the great palace, has at its 
deepest point a tiny dark studiolo and chapel, 
which then break out through the cliff with 
breathtaking loggias, a viewpoint from which 
Europe looked towards Rome.  
  
On the saddle between two hills, its 
topography is never simple or entirely 
comprehensible; always surprise when a 
window looks out horizontally into a field, 
surprise that having descended steeply to the 
edge of town, the view opens out to the 
market square and Valbona gate still far 
below. (Apart from the glorious Orto Botanico, 
here are no other 'gardens', though landscape 
and orchards, fig tree and vine permeate the 
city, green complementing brick.) 
  
In the last decades, this two-hill town has now 
become three-hill town, the Cappuccini being 
wrapped with a new double, the university 
town, equally hidden and strong.  Walking of a 
summer evening, barefoot up the Cappuccini 
cobbled avenue, smelling of pine shade; 
feeling the same cobbles in the new lecture 
rooms below.  Here student bedrooms' glazed 
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end walls absorb the astounding landscape, 
waking in the autumn morning to see clouds 
below the window and hilltops, as Leonardo or 
Piero backdrop, appearing in the distance. 
  
How do you build on such steep slopes? Stairs 
and ramps whether enclosed indoors in the 
palace or as a peripheral urban street are 
shaped in the same family of forms and 
material; new ramps echo old; roads marked 
by shadows, views, edges, trees seen through 
windows. 
  
Studiolo - that hidden, tiny room - too small 
to do anything in, surrounded by intarsia 
depicting the duke's culture, drawers and 
cupboard doors left half open as he rushed out 
leaving astrolabe, manuscript, Order of the 
Garter, helmet or lute for staff to tidy away 
while shooing out the squirrel who had 
scrambled through the perspective window. 
All in the room actually too small to do more 
than dream in. 
  
Walking labyrinthine alleys, sensing the 
pulsing life on the other side of dumb walls, 
suddenly the breath is taken away. Three boys 
p lay no i sy footba l l in a port ico so 
astonishingly like the setting of Piero's 
Flagellation - which was painted and remains 
two minutes away - it cannot be coincidence.  
  
Today some of these doubles have been 
remembered and refashioned; the renaissance 
rampa has been restored to use, along with 
(‘both/and’) the neo-classical theatre which 
plugged it and erased it from urban memory; 
a church unmarked to the street contains the 
university education school library on flying 
RSJs; the law school has the great domed 
rooflights of its hidden knowledge bank 
blocking the way to the entrance; the 
education school's vast concave glass wall is 
invisible within the town and only seem from 
S Bernadino’s opposite hill. 
  
Bramante and Raphael (in whose house I dare 
to sketch half a millennium later) came from 
here. Francesco di Giorgio Martini and 

Giancarlo De Carlo arrived, between them the 
loving caretakers of the extraordinary fabric I 
describe.  It was isolated, became self 
sufficient, and for over 300 years stagnated 
until its bourgeoisie overlaid a neo-classic 
arcaded street, piazza at one end, theatre at 
the other.   It is said this upset the subtle 
equilibrium, its magnetism for commerce and 
artisans draining the surrounding districts but 
not providing a centre with enough energy to 
vitalise them again.   Thereafter, stagnation 
became more deadly until university, and now 
tourists from whom I pretend to be distant 
though only working here for a week or two. 
  
It is a town; without the civility of city.   
Civility, Richard Sennett neatly says, is 
"treating others as though they were strangers 
and forging a social bond upon the social 
distance." That is impossible here.  But small-
town manners can suggest real urbanity. 
(Giancarlo De Carlo, outsider made an 
honorary citizen in the 1970s recognised every 
citizen.) 

One night, years ago, a new Madonna arrives 
for the Duomo.  By dusk, busloads of bands 
and nuns are disgorging onto the Mercatale, 
the town's great Renaissance doorstep.   Hours 
later there is a rug flung out over every 
window cill with flickering red candles on 
them and dark faces craning from the rooms 
within. This urban decoration, remembered 
from 15th Century painting, lines the 
procession, a dense snake of flickering little 
lights.   A moving image of urban spirit.  And, 
of course, they all vote communist. Next 
morning new posters advertise celebrations to 
inaugurate a road dedicated to Yuri Gagarin, 
cosmonaut. 

Town of doubles, urbs bina, even where you 
got your name is a pseudo-antique joke.  
"Journeys to relive your past?" was the Khan's 
question to Marco Polo at this point; a 
quest ion that could also have been 
formulated: "Journeys to recover your future?" 

*************************************************************** 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* This was written at a moment when I had recently moved to 
Brighton, a seaside town which had also just applied and 
failed to be designated a city; it succeeded later.  It was a 
moment when Prince Charles’ pseudo-classical suburb 
outside Dorchester was making waves, and also the prince 
had recently visited Urbino and visited Giancarlo De Carlo’s 
ILAUD summer school.  

Years later Prince Charles vocally supported Prime Minister 
Berlusconi’s notorious culture secretary Vittorio Scarbi in 
blocking De Carlo’s fascinating and sensitive completion of 
an urban interpretation centre in Francesco di Giorgio’s 
‘Data’ building.    Much later, a compromised building was 
approved and completed but still today stands shamefully 
empty and unused.


